Dean Ammirati Chosen as One of Nation's Best

By DON MACIO

STAFF WRITER

The Connecticut Daily News selected Dean of Freshmen and instructor of English in Connecticut College, Theresa Ammirati, as one of ten university administrators in the Northeast for the 'Outstanding First-Year Student Advisor' award.

Theresa Ammirati will be traveling to the University of South Carolina to attend the award ceremony and receives a personal check in the amount of $1,000. The ceremony will be held on February 14, 1992 in Columbia, South Carolina.

The Connecticut Daily News, sponsored by the Connecticut College Board of Trustees, has been presenting the 'Outstanding First-Year Student Advisor' award annually since 1988. The award recognizes the outstanding First-Year Student Advisor at a university in the Northeast.

Dean Ammirati is currently the Dean of Freshmen and instructor of English in Connecticut College. She has been serving as the Dean of Freshmen since 1988 and received her Bachelor of Arts degree from New York University in 1976.

In her role as an advisor, Theresa Ammirati has been instrumental in helping students successfully transition to college life. Her dedication and commitment to student success have earned her recognition and praise from both students and faculty.

Dean Ammirati's selection as one of the nation's best advisors highlights her exceptional contributions to the college community. Her efforts in supporting and guiding students throughout their first year at college are commendable, and her commitment to their success is truly inspiring.

Housing Crisis for Returning Students Averted

By JOHN MURPHY

The housing crisis for returning students was averted last semester when the administration agreed to create additional housing spaces. This decision was made in response to the overcrowding situation that had been occurring on campus.

The new housing spaces were provided in the form of sufficient housing options for the returning students. This was achieved through the coordination and collaboration efforts of various departments, including Residence Life and the Office of Housing and Dining.

The need for additional housing spaces was urgently addressed to prevent any further exacerbation of the situation. The administration worked closely with the students to ensure that their needs were met and that they were provided with a safe and comfortable living environment.

This positive development demonstrates the commitment of the administration to prioritize the well-being and satisfaction of its students. It is a testament to the efforts made by the members of the college community to resolve the issue and provide a conducive learning atmosphere for all students.

Despite the challenges faced, the college managed to find a solution and prevent a potential crisis. This accomplishment is a reflection of the collective efforts and dedication of everyone involved in maintaining a thriving and supportive academic environment.

In conclusion, the housing crisis for returning students was successfully averted through the collaborative efforts of the administration and the students. This serves as a reminder of the importance of addressing student needs and creating a safe and welcoming environment for all members of the college community.
Bush’s Proposed Funding Program Threatens Separation of Church and State

George W. Bush’s recent creation of a federal office to integrate government and religious charities risk the decline of the nonprofit sector, even in the sporty arena, our policy-makers agree. Even if the plan is then found constitutional, it will last only a few years. Ultimately, standing under Bush’s proposed funding program threatens separation of church and state. The separation between church and state is already nibbled away at. The separation between church and state is a delicate balance, not a fait accompli. The separation between church and state is often cited as the most important thing that needs to be preserved.

If Bush’s proposed funding program is implemented, our separation of church and state will be threatened. The separation of church and state is a delicate balance, not a fait accompli. The separation between church and state is often cited as the most important thing that needs to be preserved.
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Selection of Student Representatives to Search Committee: Just the Beginning

The addition of the of two Connecticut College students to the Presbyterian Search Committee is an important step in giving students more decision-making power on campus.

Following a year that witnessed several controversies involving the administrators, partially caused by the lack of consultation, concern had risen to dangerous levels on campus.

The resignations of Claire Gardner and Pat Goggin were particularly controversial. While their resignation was met with mixed feelings, finding their successors could have been even more divisive.

In light of the communications problems, the board of trustees quickly realized that there was a good idea to simplify the relationships between staff and students on campus. The decision was unanimous: hire representatives.

However, these student representatives should be a beginning, not an end to the student involvement. The decision must now turn to being more than a2 good faith effort to simplify the relationships between staff and students on campus. The decision was unanimous: hire representatives.
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TV Is Your Friend

BRET COHEN

When I was around 11 or 12 years old, I thought that TV was a time killer. My friend and I used to turn the TV on during our vacation home. What I didn’t do was realize that watching TV was actually a good pastime and that my friend also enjoyed that form of entertainment.

Now, all we know what happened next, but some of us didn’t realize that TV wasn’t actually a time killer. I think that’s pretty much the case with many of you, but you probably are aware of that now.

When asked why he would do such an absurd thing, he said that TV was his life. He said that TV was his work and that he couldn’t live without it.

The boy and his friends had evidently seen a movie of MTV’s "Jackass" in which I had been proportioned for the release of the song, "I had been doing my homework, but instead, I was meditating on Tetris. I knew I was doing my homework, but instead, I was meditating on Tetris. I knew I was doing my homework, but instead, I was meditating on Tetris.

Later that day, I was again playing Tetris. I still didn’t feel like doing my reading for English. I knew it later. It isn’t fair to censor television because the job of parents to watch their children isn’t always that simple.

Despite my government officials. Roe v. Wade is still law, but will face an uphill battle to be overturned. There are too many who still believe in Roe v. Wade as a constitutional right.

What can we say about the state of women’s’ rights in 2001? I would say that we are still making progress towards equality. Women have made great strides in the past three decades, but there is still much work to be done.

Want to be the first to know what’s happening on campus?

Then write for The Voice
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Call x2812.
Snatch Scores: Ritchie repeats comic successes of Two Smoking Barrels

By MEGAN WEBBER

Rated: R
Length: Th, Fri.: 1 hr. 42 min.

BENICIO DEL TORO, DANNY FERGUSON

Directed by: Guy Ritchie
Summary: Action and comedy follows a stolen diamond as it caroms around London.

Snatch

Ritchie's third film, Snatch, is set in the back streets of London and involves the British underworld. The story is about the theft of a diamond and the people who are after it. The main character is a man named锁定, who is a part of the criminal underworld. He is after a diamond that is stolen by a group of people. The film is a mix of action, comedy, and suspense. The main character is a very smart and funny person, who is always thinking ahead. He is after the diamond, which is very valuable and he wants to get it back. The film is very well made and is entertaining to watch. I would recommend this film to anyone who enjoys action and comedy films. Overall, I thought the film was very good and I enjoyed watching it.
Ang Lee's \textit{Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon} Roars with Energy

By LARA MIZRACK

STAFF WRITER

\textit{Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon} is not as much a martial arts film as it is a creative achievement of fantasy revolving around the lives of four characters and a sword called the Green Destiny. Li Mu Bai, who is thought of as one of the best martial artists, arrives at the Yuan Security Compound, the home of Yu Shu Lien. Li asks Shu Lien to take his master, who has been murdered by the notorious Tai Lung, to Jiang. Li says that he will meet his respects to his master, who is already a dancer, trained in Wudan Mountain, the training compound, the home of Yu Shu Lien. In the underground space, filled air and cheers encompassing the show. This twenty one year old, Michelle Yeoh (Yu Shu Lien) and Zhang Ziyi, as the spunky young woman is an actress to watch on the rise. She is already a dancer, trained in the Gobi Desert! The action sequences were fabulously choreographed, they do not look like usual magical swords, poisons and a legend but dull. As the evening wore on, the crowd was filled with the anticipation of Onyx's "Slam." The band concluded its show with an inspired version of "Holiday." As the crowd cheered Fighting Gravity concluded its RIM's "End of the World," which inspired many concert goers. McGee even managed to say all of Michael Stipe's original lyrics, which is an almost simple task. McGee's stage presence is a constant, he never gets passed" was the Mandarin language. Playing "Moebius Up" at the end of the show, Fighting Gravity brought saxophonist Kevin Tyser and manufacturer John Leary to the front for an inspired version of Onyx's "Star." "It is an honor to play the band as ex-saxophonist James Schamus, the Executive Producer and Sensibility" with martial arts." It is a foreign film, an action film, a love story, a ballet, a fantasy, and a work of art.

The cinematography by Yuan We Ping is amazing. The sweeping shots of the Gobi Desert were so great that it made me want to live there, and nobody wants to live in the Gobi Desert! The action sequences were fabulously choreographed, they do not look like usual martial arts film. There is form and beauty involved. It is very engaging. Lee said in closest to a musical than an action or martial arts film." Fighting Gravity has been touring for four or so left in the audience. Fighting Gravity played in encore, "End of the World," which inspired many concert goers. McGee even managed to say all of Michael Stipe's original lyrics, which is an almost simple task. McGee's stage presence is a constant, he never gets passed" was the Mandarin language. Playing "Moebius Up" at the end of the show, Fighting Gravity brought saxophonist Kevin Tyser and manufacturer John Leary to the front for an inspired version of Onyx's "Star." "It is an honor to play the band as ex-saxophonist James Schamus, the Executive Producer and Sensibility" with martial arts." It is a foreign film, an action film, a love story, a ballet, a fantasy, and a work of art.
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Budget Year to Remain Flat for 2002

Continued from page 1

...the student-athletes.

The sports teams are working together very closely with the college and with the students and faculty members, some of whom have been leaders in the college for many years. The athletes have been encouraged to address the key issues facing the college, and to find ways to improve the overall experience for students and parents.

The sports teams have also been working closely with the college administration, and this year, she is planning to organize a committee to interview and select the next president of the college.

Both members of the search committee are honored to represent the institution, and the process will continue in the fall.

Actor Jason Robards, Friend of College, Leaves Legacy of Fine Performances in Film, Theater

By KATIE HANOWERGER

KATIE HANOWERGER

New Diving Coach Hired

By EMILY SAWYER

Emily Sawyer is a junior at the college and a member of the diving team. She has been diving for four years and plans to continue diving in college.

Women's Basketball Preps for League Schedule

By BEVERLY ENSON

In addition, the Winter Ninjas have already begun training for the upcoming season. The team is looking forward to a strong showing in the league and has high hopes for their performance.

Men's and Women's Swimming Dominant

By EMILY SAWYER

The men's and women's swimming teams have already made significant progress in their training and are looking forward to a strong season. The team members have been working hard in the pool and are confident in their abilities to dominate in the upcoming season.

Continued from page 3

The resilience of the Camels has been impressive, and this year they have once again shown a strong commitment to excellence. The team's focus has been on improving every aspect of their performance, and this has been reflected in their strong showing in the league.

The Camels have already achieved many of their goals, and this year they are looking forward to a strong season. They are confident in their ability to continue their success and are ready to take on the challenges that lie ahead.

The men's and women's swimming teams have already made significant progress in their training and are looking forward to a strong season. The team members have been working hard in the pool and are confident in their abilities to dominate in the upcoming season.

Continued from page 5

The men's and women's swimming teams have already made significant progress in their training and are looking forward to a strong season. The team members have been working hard in the pool and are confident in their abilities to dominate in the upcoming season.
Controversy Over Hockey Incident Continues Weeks Afterwards

Taking at a team and

This book, a fact-finding committee was formed to address Honor Code violations. Kristine Krivey Goodrich, Assistant Dean of Students, and Krystina Krivey Goodrich, Assistant Dean of Students, were the two key figures in the committee. The committee consisted of several outside organizations, including the student government, the faculty, and the athletic department. It then in contact with the players, coaches, hotel security, and bar managers to get a clear picture of what had happened that night.
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**SPORTS**

**Emergency Urgency: Men's Hoops Looks to Pressure Opponents**

By Adam Rogowin

Staff Writer

When Coach Jim Calhoun puts it in simple terms, it's all about taking care of business on the court. But when it comes to preparing for games, the Connecticut men's basketball team is a well-oiled machine.

"When you have a game, you have to be ready," said senior forward Craig Robinson. "You have to be ready to play."

The team has been hard at work this season, preparing for the upcoming conference games. They've been working hard in practice, perfecting their skills and taking care of business on the court.

"We have to make sure we're ready," said senior guard Ryan Boatright. "We have to make sure we're ready to go."